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In the original version of the book,
The following sentence “The Chinese National Natural Science Foundation

sponsored the meeting and also provided funding to support open access
publication of this volume.” in Acknowledgements section has been updated as
follows “The National Natural Science Foundation of China sponsored the
meeting and also provided funding to support open access publication of this
volume, as well as the publishing fund of Hefei Normal University. Hefei
Normal University also provided a fund to defray the cost of publication
including book purchase.”

The following sentence “This book is mainly based on research papers
presented in a spirited international primatology symposium held in the scenic
area of Mt. Huangshan, China, in the summer of 2017. The chapters were
grouped into four logical parts.” in Preface has been updated as follows “This
book is mainly based on research papers presented in a spirited international
primatology symposium held in the scenic area of Mt. Huangshan, China, in the
summer of 2017. The chapters were grouped into five logical parts.”

The following sentence “Many recent discoveries in primatology involve
technological advancements in research, which is the content of Part IV. In a
single chapter (Chap. 14), Yong Zhu and Paul A. Garber explore the great
potential of the high field MRI technology in the study of primate behavior and
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cognition.” in Preface has been updated as follows “Many recent discoveries in
primatology involve technological advancements in research, which is the
content of Part V. In a single chapter (Chap. 14), Yong Zhu and Paul
A. Garber explore the great potential of the high field MRI technology in the
study of primate behavior and cognition.”
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